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ABSTRACT

The Tsugaru Strait is one of four straits that connect the Sea
of Japan to adjacent oceans. Flow dynamics in the Tsugaru Strait
region are closely tied to the dynamics of the Tsushima Current, a
branch of the Kuroshio that enters the Sea of Japan through the Korea
Strait and exits through the Tsugaru and Soya Straits. This research
concentrates on the dynamic interplay of the Tsushima Current and
the Tsugaru Strait in three regions: the inflow region (Sea of Japan
side), the strait itself, and the outflow region (North Pacific side).

Dynamic calculations and steric sea leveling in the inflow re-
gion indicate that transport into the Tsugaru Strait is principally
governed by the geostrophically balanced Tsushima Current. Setup
generated south of the strait by the Tsushima Current cannot be main-
tainea at the entrance to the strait; the resulting northward drop
in coastal sea level is balanced by a net loss of transport into the
strait. Within the strait, the flow is geostrophically balanced in
the cross-stream direction. In the longstream direction, the baro-
tropic pressure gradient is chiefly balanced by the longitudinal baro-
clinic pressure gradient and friction. Application of the Hansen-
Rattray (1966) estuarine classification scheme to several straits
shows that the Tsugaru Strait displays dynamics similar to that of
a well-mixed estuary. The outflow jet emerging from the eastern mouth
of the strait is governed by inertial-rotational dynamics; two dis-
tinct circulation modes, which behave in a manner consistent with
the laboratory findings of Whitehead and Miller (1979), are seen.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCT ION

In standard references (e.g., Defant, 1961), one reads that

flow in sea straits that connect open oceans with otherwise enclosed
marginal seas is principally governed by the characteristics of the

water masses produced in the marginal seas. The production of either
fresher (evaporation minus precipitation less than zero) or saltier
water (E-P>O) in the marginal sea leads to a two-layer exchange with
the open ocean in which the net transport in or out is determined
by the budget of E-P. The dynamics of the interchange may be further

modified by the morphology of the strait.

The theoretical foundation of the dynamics of flow in sea straits,
first presented by Defant (1930), has been primarily based on this

picture. The emphasis of sea straits research has been oriented toward

a fuller understanding of the nature of the steady two-layer inter-
change, and little attention has been paid to assessing the role of

the sea strait in the framework of regional oceanographic processes.

Such a broader view is essential when considering the straits

of the Sea of Japan (Fig. 1). This marginal sea of roughly half the

area of the Mediterranean is connected with its adjacent oceans by
not one but four straits--Tsushima (Korea), Tsugaru, Soya (La Perouse),

and Mamiya (Tatar). Of these, only the Mamiya Strait plays a negli-
gible role (Hidaka, 1966). Furthermore, the principal hydrographic

feature of the Sea of Japan is not of local origin. The Tsushima
Current, a branch of the Kuroshio, passes into the Sea of Japan via

the Tsushima Strait and exits through the Tsugaru and Soya Straits
(Sverdrup et al., 1942). A low estimate of the transport rate of
the Tsushima Current is 2 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 /sec), while, in compari-

son, the net transport rate into the Mediterranean, as dictated by
the E-P budget, is only about 0.1 Sv (Schott, 1928). It should be

expected, then, that the dynamics of flow in the straits of the Sea

of Japan might bear little resemblance to the classical mold.

The objective of this paper is to detail the dynamics of flow

in the region of the Tsugaru Strait, which is the main outlet of the
Tsushima Current as it exits the Sea of Japan. The general problem
to be addressed is therefore the interaction between a sea strait

and an adjacent boundary current. The general problem will be divided
into three parts: the dynamics of inflow of the Tsushima Current

into the Tsugaru Strait, the flow dynamics within the strait itself,
and the dynamics of the outflow jet which enters the North Pacific
Ocean. The principal questions to be asked are:
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Vigure 1 . Map of the Sea of -apiri

A. InflIow:

In the inflow region, what is the local momentum balance,
and how does the Tsushima Current inf luence transport
into the strait?
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B. The Strait:

In several straits of marginal seas, net transport is
less than the separate transports of the upper and lower
layers. In the Tsugaru Strait, layered flow is undeveloped
and net transport is large. How is this reflected in
the momentum balance?

C. Outflow:

The water that flows out of the Tsugaru Strait into the
North Pacific displays a wide seasonal variability in
temperature and salinity. How is this variability reflected
in the behavior of the outflow jet?

These questions are addressed using analytical tools tailored
to the problems of each regime, and using field data acquired in cruises
of various Japanese and United States agencies.

A. Inflow (Chapter IV)

The treatment of the inflow problem begins with a scale analysis
of the cross-stream momentum equation for the Tsushima Current. It
is shown that the Tsushima Current is in geostrophic equilibrium as
it approaches the strait entrance.

Records from current meter moorings in the inflow region show
that deep currents (500-m depth and below) are weak, on the order
of 2 cm/sec, indicating that calculations based on a level of no motion
can be suitably employed. The choice of a deep surface is made by
analyzing the vertical variations of the barotropic and baroclinic
components of the pressure gradient term across a hvdrographic section
for which current observations were also made. It is shown that the
400-db surface is an appropriate choice, confirming a historical prac-
tice of Japanese researchers.

Using this same reference level, sea level variations in the in-
ilow region are then addressed using steric sea leveling methods (see
Chapter III). It is first shown that geostrophic and steric levelings
are in close agreement. It is further shown that coastal tide measure-
ments at Iwasaki/Fukaura (adjusted for atmospheric pressure) agree well
with steric sea level values obtained at nearby coastal stations, which
verities the earlier work of Nomitsu and Okamoto (1927). The spatial
distribution of steric sea level variations is derived for the inflow
region to examine the meridional variation in setup induced by the
Tsushima Current. A meridional drop in coastal sea level is noted, and
is compared with meridional sea level change observed by coastal tide
stations. It is thereby hypothesized that a barotropic forcing of flow
int( the strait tiay he generated by a loss of setup in the vicinity of
tIe strait. thi: hypothesis is tested against calculations introduced
by Sturges (1968, 1974), whose treatment of the Gulf Stream is contrasted
with the present study.

3



The hypothP. ,equires that sea level variations be addressed ,n
a re-"onal scale between the Sea of Japan and the North P;:citic Ocenn.
it is known, for example, that sea level at Iwasaki/Fukaura, on Lhe Sea
of Japan coast, stands 20 cm higher than at Hachinohe, on the Pacific
coast, an amount that is less than the magnitude of the Tsushima Current
setup on the Sea of Japan coast. Employing the methods of Lisitzin

(1965), it is found that sea level in the far field in the Sea of Japan
(-170 km west of the strait) appears to be lower than tht ccrrespending
values outside the strait in the North Pacific. This wplitm tha.t
transport through the strait is more likely to be driven oy forcing of
the entire Tsushima Current system than by density differences across
the strait.

B. The Tsugaru Strait (Chapter V)

Flow through the strait is from west to east, and i.s generally
confined to a narrow central core on either side of which are nmnerous

sidewall eddies. The influx of Tsushima Current water through the- west-
ern narrows is so great that the flow typically does not reverse with
depth or in time, despite the existence of strong tidal currents ('-2-knet
amplitude).

The analysis begins with a scaling of the downstream and cross-
stream equations of motion. Previous researchers (e.g., Science nd

Technology Agency, 1972) have asserted that the downstream balance is
between the pressure gradient term and the nonlinear acce!eration 1

Du/ x. The treatment in this study, however, indicates that the balance
should be between the pressure gradient term and the vertical Ekn.an torn

(in Defant's terminology, an antitryptic balance). A solution of the

momentum equation is derived for a simple rectangular channel of appro-
priate dimensions. An analysis is made of each important factor in the

solution using available field data. A solution of reduced complexit,; is
derived that is shown to agree well with field observations.

Interestingly, the estuarine circulation/stratificatioi clas,,ii-

cation scheme of hlansen and Rattray (1966) can be shown to give a sat ,-

factory classification of dynamic variability of various sea straits,
including the Tsugaru Strait.

C. Outflow (Chapter VI)

Two distinct modes of outflow circulation exist; tneiy may et,

designated the coastal mode (colder months) and the gyro mode (warmer
months). The water that exits the Tsugaru Strait into the North Paciii(

typically turns upon leaving the strait, subsequently flowing southward

along the Honshu coast to rejoin the Kuroshio (coastal mode). During thie
warm months of late summer and fall, however, the outflow first circ I-
Lates around a broad anticyclonic gyre that fills much of the onastal
bight south of nokkaido (gyre mode).

Whitehead and Niller (1979) performed laboratory exxper il',nts show-
ing that the coastal and gyre modes are members of a continuum of nutilow
jet modes distinguished only by the internal Rosst)v radiis of dfIor-

mation of the jet and topography at the straiit exit.
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The computed seasonal range of Rossby radii of the outflow jet at
the Tsugaru Strait is consistent with the ranges of coastal and gyre
modes as hypothesized by Whitehead and Miller.

At the Tsugaru Strait, a transition occurred from gyre mode to
coastal mode during December 1975, as verified by data from current
meters moored in the outflow region. The time scale of the transition
ranges from a minimum of a few days to a maximum of 3 weeks.

D. Data Sources

There are three principal sources of data for the present study.
Figure 2 shows the locations of oceanographic stations occupied in
C~cober-November 1970 as part of a major oceanographic experiment con-
ducted under the direction of the Japan Meteorological Agency. Con-
siderable benefit was gained by the participation of five oceanographic
vessels; for example, the mean length of time to acquire data on Sections
A-F was only about 36 hours, thus resulting in a nearly synoptic view of
the inflow region. The data acquired during this experiment (hereafter
called JMA70) are tabulated in The Results of Marine Meteorological and
Oceanographical Observations (Japan Meteorological Agency, 1972, volume
48). A data report on this cruise has been published by the Science and
Technology Agency (1972).

Current meter observations and STD station data were acquired dur-
ing cruises of the USNS SILAS BENT in the Tsugaru Strait region (Fig. 3).
These heretofore unpublished data were provided through the courtesy of
R. A. Peloquin and 0. Smith of the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office.

A 3-year study of currents and tides in the Tsugaru Strait region
was conducted in 1975-77 under the direction of the Japan Maritime Safety
Agency (Fig. 4). A data report on this experiment has been published by
the Science and Technology Agency (1979). Unpublished field data have
been provided courtesy of Professor Y. Nagata aad Mr. K. Nitta. This
experiment will be referred to as JMSA75.

Additional hydrographic data and tide data were obtained from the
following sources:

Results of Marine Meteorological and Oceanographical Observations,
Japan Meteorological Agency

Hydrographic Bulletin, Japan Hydrographic Office

Results of Tidal Observations, Japan Maritime Safety Agency

Data Report of Oceanographic Observations, Japan Maritime Safety
Agency

Meteorological Observations, Japan Meteorological Agency

Tidal Observations, Japan Ceographical Survey Institute
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CHAPTER II

[HE SEA OF JAPAN AND 'IhE TSUSHIMA CIRRENTr

A. Water Masses of the Sea of Japan/Tsushima Currtnt

The Sea of Japan is an adjacent sea roughly halt the size of the
Mediterranean. It is connected to its adjacent ocean by four straits:

Korea (Tsushima), Tsugaru, Soya (La Perouse), and Mamiya (Tatar). The

maximum depth of free cormunication with rhe adjacent ocean is 150 m
(sill depth of K~rea Strait), while the mean depth of the Sea of .adan is
nearly 1,500 m. Because of this limited connection, the intense winter

cooling in the northern part of the Sea of Japan serves to produce deep
and bottom water of remarkable uniformity (Suda et al., 1932; Moriyasu,

1972; and others). Yasui et al. (1967) estimate that nearly 90% of the
water of the Sea of Japan has a temperature of O-1°C and salinity of
34.0-34.1 -/o. Defant (1961, p. 129) has pointed out that such uni-
formity of deep water is a common feature of adjacent seas which are

subject to winter convection and which have limited connection to their
adjacent oceans; similar conditions exist in the Mediterranean and the
Red Seas.

Riding over this cold, uniform mass of water is the major current
of the Sea of Japan, the Tsushima Current, a branch ot the Kuroshio,
which enters through the Korea Strait, moves along the west coast ot
Japan, and then exits through the Tsugaru and Soya Straits (Fig. 5).
From late fall to early spring, the Tsushima Current brings water of high

temperature (8-15 0C) and high salinity (~34.4-34.5 0/,0) into the Sea of

Japan. From late spring to early fall, this water of Kuroshio origin is

augmented by water of East China Sea/Yellow Sea origin, characterized by
very high temperatures (greater than 20°) and low salinity (32-34

1hus there are three principal water masses that must he con-
sidered in order to characterize the Tsushima Current in the Sea o
Japan. Figure b is a hydrographic section obtained by the KOFU MAR
during JMA70 (Section D, lat. 40040 ' N; October 15, 1970). In this
section, the Ts-shima Current is observed east of longitude 139' east
down to a depth of about 200 m. The water of East China Sea origin is

easily recognized by its high temperature (>20'C) and low salinity
(<33.6 0/00). Below 50 m is water of Kuroshio origin, roughly outlined
by the 34.2 0/oo isohaline. Below 300 m (100 m at long. 1380 h) lies

the uniform Sea of Japan deep water.

B. Path of the Tsushima Current

After entering through the Korea Strait, the Tsushima Current
branches and meanders within the Sea of Japan in a complx ;equence of

9
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maneiers (Fig. 5). A western component, the East Korean Warm Current,
flows northward along the Korean coast with a transport rate of more than
1 Sv, but about 90° of this current tlows back to the south and southeast
to recombine with the eastern components of the Tsushima Current
(Tanioka, 1968). There, are two or three eastern components (a subject of
much debate) that flow along the coast of Japan in large meanders in
which distinct warm (cold) water masses are found in regions of anti-
cyclonic (cyclonic) shear. The positions ot the meanders appear to be
topographically controlled (Fukuoka, 1957). 1his meandering generally
ceases at latitude 40' north, at which point the" V.ushima U urrent has
been retormed into a singl,_ component flowing toward the north near the
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figure 6. Hydrographic section on latitude
40*40'N from cruise of KOFU MARU, October 15,
1970 (Section D, Run I, JMA70), showing
Tsushima Current inshore of longitude

139*E. Warm (T>20*C), low-salinity (S<33.6
*/ ,) water is of East China Sea origin;
Kuroshio water roughly outlined by S = 34.2
o/ isohaline.

Honshu coast south of the Tsugaru Strait.

Most of the Isushima Current flows out of the Sea of Japan through
the Tsugaru Strait, while the remainder flows along the Hokkaido coast
and out through the Soya Strait (Moriyasu, 1972). Hata (1962) performed

geostrophic calculations of volume transport through hydrographic sec-
tions obtained during 1947-1961 on lines 41°N and 420N (i.0., bracketing
the Tsugaru Strait) and found that between 50% and 100% of the northward

transport of the Tsushima Current was diverted into the Tsugaru Strait.

tie computed the range of volume transport of the Tsushima Current to be

2-7 Sv, with a minimum transport in winter and a maximum transport in

fall. Of this transport, between I and 4 Sv flowed into the Tsugaru

Strait.

" -' .. .. .l ll I" _ 2 .. . .... ,1'1.



The dramatic diversion of Tsushima Current flow into the Ts garu
Strait will be the focal point of the analysis in Chapter IV.

12



CHAPTER III

STERIC SEA LEVELING

in Chapter IV, on the inflow region, a great deal of emphasis is
placed on determining sea surface topography by steric sea leveling. It

is therefore appropriate to devote some attention to the theoretical
basis of the technique. [More complete derivations can be found in Pond
and Pickard (1978) and other standard texts.]

A level surface is a surface on which the potential energy of a
mass remains constant. Level surfaces are therefore surfaces of con-

stant gravitational potential, or geopotential 0, defined by

g 7 M/az (1)

If one raises or lowers a unit mass by a distance h, the work done is +gh,
and the unit mass now rests on an equipotential surface of higher or
lower gravitational potential (+d$). Conversely, two equipotential sur-

faces that differ in geopotential by some quantity d4 are a vertical
distance do/g apart.

Now the mass distribution in the ocean can be completely specified
by the distribution of either density or specific volume. The relation-
ship between geopotential and the mass distribution can be obtained by
combining equation (1) with the differential form of the hydrostatic
equation

-dp = gdz

to obtain

adp = g 3z dz, (2)

which can be integrated between (zi, pi) and~z2,P 2) to obtain

2

J ,dp = 2- 1= (3)

where A is called the geopotential distance (units of energy per unit

MaIss)

13



The field of specific volume -s,t,p is composed of an invariant

field -3 5 ,0,p and a variant field 6 (the anomaly of specific volume).
The mass distribution in the ocean can therefore be specified by the

field of 6 alone. Likewise, the geopotential distance A4 consists of an

invariant term (derivea from the invariant field -3 5 ,0,p) and a vari-

ant field a , called the geopotential anomaly; that is, equation (3)

reduces to

P2

f 6 dp =a (4)

p1

In practice, the integration of (4) extends from the surface to
some deep reference surface. At the surface, we take p, = 0; atmospheric
pressure is assumed constant and is therefore neglected. If the deep

isobaric surface P2 is a level surface, then (4) will yield an absolute
topography of theea surface. In a given ocean region, two locations

that differ in geopotential anomaly by a (referenced to p2 ) will differ

in height by AN/g. This method of calculating an absolute topography of
the sea surface is called steric sea leveling.

Perhaps the most crucial factor in assessing the adequacy of
steric leveling results is a determination of the slope of the deep
pressure surface. Ideally, the deep pressure surface should be a level
surface. In practice, deep currents below the reference surface are

almost always present, and these currents produce a slope of the deep
isobaric surface. Hence, in Chapter IV attention is devoted to assessing
deep flow in the inflow region (Section IV-C), the choice of a suitable

reference surface (Section IV-D), and the slope of the reference surface
in the inflow regime (Section IV-E).

Even if the deep pressure surface is a level surface, there are
other effects that can alter sea surface topography and yet not appear in
steric leveling results. They are atmospheric pressure variations, set-
up by onshore winds, and river discharge effects (Sturges, 1967). Of the
factors, the influence of river outfall in the inflow region can be
quickly dispensed with. The largest river of this region is the

Yoneshiro, which has a maximum discharge in the spring of less than 10
m3 /sec. The mean sea level at Iwasaki is at a minimum in the spring (see
Fig. 9), so it appears highly improbable that freshwater discharge has
any appreciable effect.

The effects of wind setup appear to be likewise of second-order
importance. Given an onshore wind stress T, the total rise in Ah in sea

level between a point X offshore and the coastline is given by

Ah= f-dx
-x

wiit-er D is the dpth of the water, and where bottom stress is neglected.

The maximum monthly onshore wind stress in the inflow region is about I
dyne/cm 2 in January (Ifidaka, 1958). Such a wind blowing across the Sea
of Japan (X -10 3 km, D - 1.5 x 10 3 m) would produce a setup of slightly

14



more than 0. 5 cm. In addition, the maximum shelf width of the inflow
region is about 50 km (vicinity of Tsugaru Strait), but depths are
uniformly greater than 100 m. For X = 50 km and D = 100 m, Ah again is
about 0.5 cm, thus giving an estimate for total. wind effect of about 1
cm, a negligible value, of course, for intense, short-term events such
as severe storms, wind setup may reach many centimetres, and such an
effect would be appreciable. Such events, however, are not within the
scope of the present analysis.

Atmospheric pressure variations will induce sea level changes via
the inverse barometric effect, which is approximated as 1 cm of sea level
change per 1 mb of atmospheric pressure change. Atmospheric pressure
values are well known for the study area, and no difficulty arises in
making suitable corrections. It should be noted, however, that when
comparing coastal tide measurements to offshore steric leveling results
(e.g., Section IV-E.2), one must never "correct" steric measurements for
atmospheric pressure. in steric sea leveling, the surface is taken to
be isobaric. Rather, one should correct coastal tide measurements for
atmospheric pressure before comparing to steric leveling results.

15



CHAPTER IV

THE INFLOW REGION OF THE TSUCARU STRAIT

A. Introduction

In this chapter an attempt is made to detail the essential dynamics
of the Tsushima Current in the vicinity of the Tsugaru Strait. The
mechanisms of generation of the Tsushima Current are not treated, but

rather attention is given to the current as an input condition for the
limited area under consideration, which extends roughly from 40°N to
420N.

On this scale a simple working hypothesis can be formulated as

follows. As the Tsushima Current moves northward along the Japan coast,
sea level will be elevated at the coast because of the influence of the
Coriolis acceleration. When the current encounters the Tsugaru Strait,

however, this setup cannot be maintained and a significant readjustment
of the flow must take place. Hypothetically, this readjustment should
result in a forcing of flow into the strait.

B. Cross-Stream Momentum Balance of the Tsushima Current

Using a coordinate system in which x points east, y north, and z
downward, the momentum equation in the x direction for steady-state,
inviscid flow is

au au auu u + fv + A 2u + A 2u + A 2u (5)a + x a 2  y ay2  z 9z2

where f is the Coriolis parameter and A. = eddy viscosity in direction i.1

The characteristic width and depth scales for the Tsushima Current
are X = 50 km and Z = 100 m. The scale of Y is 100 kin, which is roughly
the downstream length scale of the turning process. Characteristic
velocities are u = 10 cm/sec and v = 50 cm/sec and vertical motion will
be neglected. For A and A a value of 108 cm2/sec is used, and A = 103

cm2/sec. While these eddy Yviscosity estimates are in the high range of
values normally used, they are not inappropriate for coastal flow
(Officer, 1976); furthermore, liberal estimates should prevent an unwar-
ranted disregard for frictional effects.

With these scaling parameters, the order of magnitude of the terms
in (5) are (cgs units):
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Therefore, to within a few percent the momentum bal ance should be in
geostrophic equilibrium.

I wish to test the accuracy of the geostrophic approximation
against field data acquired during JMA70. Current observations were
made during a 30-hour period ou October 10-11 at four levels (10 m , 50 m,
100 m, 200 m) at stations CMI-CM5 (Fig. 2). Profiles of salinity and
temperature were also taken at CMI and CM5 just before and just after the
current meter observations. There is, however, one difficulty with the
current observations: the measurements were made using a "L' 'o current
meter" technique in which one meter was kept at a depth of 500 m and the
other was placed sequentially at the four upper levels. If there were no
motion at 500 m, the deep meter would yield ship drift and thus provide a
correction for the upper meter. Unfortunateli there was no direct
measurement of flow at 500 m.

C. Deep Flow in the Sea of Japan

Direct measurements of deep flow in the Sea of Japan are exceed-
ingly scarce. The only literature reference on the subject found was
that of Nan-niti et al. (1966), who used a neutrally iuoyant float to
measure currents at 800 m in the western Sea of Japan. They founa
inertial oscillations of 3.5 cm/sec superimposed on a mean flow of 1.5
cm/sec.

Indirect measurements of flow at 506 m can bc made by geostrophic
calculations based on a much deeper reference level. Ohwada and Tanika
(1972) calculatea currents at the 500 db level referenced to 1,000 db and
found a maximum current of 3 cm/sec in the eastern Sea of Japan. They
also calculated iow at 1,000 db based on a 1,200-db level and found a
maximum current of about 2 cm/soc.

Fortunately, a recent survv by the U.S. Naval ceoanographic
Office has provided data that gm ve us thp best inforimation to date 'n
deep flow in the Sea of Japan. Moored current meters wero deployed
during November 1975-January 1976 at two locations near the western
entrance to the Tsugaru Strait (Fig. 3). in Figure- 7, 72-hour averagcd
currents at station 6 (546-m depth) and station 5 (442 m) are shown. The
currents at station 5 are quite weak; both u and v have a maximum value
of about 2 ci/sec. Currents at station 6 are somewhat less weak. The
values of u reach peaks of + 3-4 cm/sec; values of v are generally less
than +2 cm/sec, but for a brief time reach 6 cm/soc. As a general
,pproximation of flow at these depths, howevec, it is reasonable to
estimate the depp flow as about 2-3 cm/sec with a highly variable direc-
tion. While such mastiur,ments do not exist for JMA7f , wfe nonetheless
have an ordr of mai,nitide, estim-ite of time error incurr,,d in :issuming ino
riotion at a dee p refernco surface.

D. (;eostrophic Balance of tho Tsunshim; Currot

We begin with the g:eostrophic equation

18
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Figure 7. Deep currents in the inflow region, November 1975-January

1976. For locations of current meters, see Figure 3.
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1 ap_ fv
P 5 x

and by setting
Z

P = Pa + t " p(xz) dz

where pa is the atmospheric pressue and 4 is the elevation of th, sea
surtace (positive downward). Using Leibnitz' Rul, differentiation

yields
-Pa - z 7(6

x- + g js T +
0

where the integration limit at the surface is taken to be zero without
appreciable loss of accuracy and p is the surface density (Officer,
1976). The geostrophic balance is tAhen

0 dz + fv (7)
P Dx ox D0' ^ dzC t0

whor. p, is the mean density o thh water col unm from the surface to
depth z.

During JRA70 measurements of atmospheric pressure were made each
tiino a hydrographic cast was made. The maximum atmospheric pressure
gradient measured was on the order of 10 - , which is several orders of
nagnitude less than fv (order of ](-3 ). Th first term on the right-hand
side of (7) can be neglected. The remaining terms in the momentum

equation (7) arc:
z

0 - - -- dz + fv. (8)
0 ') Pc o 0x

Not, f iit the barotropic term pointing westward (sea level1 rising toward
the coast) is balanced by the Coriol is term v northward) and the baro-
clinic term (lighter water toward the coast), which point eastwaro.

At the stor face tiho baroc till ic t erm vanishes, so that the baro-

tropic term can be calculated using the measured values of surface cur-
reuts between stations CMI and t;MS. The baroclinic term can be easily
,.i(-ulat(d trom th,. hydrogri.phic casts made at C:I anld CF 5. The results
, aipplying (8) to the section CMl-CM5 are shown in Figure 8a-b. In

I)-rtorming this calculition, the currents measmired at 10 m were taken to
I), representative of surf-ice values. Th, v.ln-iitit onch of the four

,v,, 1 a are t iiia-averuo, sc ional lv ,(ver 1.'0S ns. Fiure 8a olows
h.' i lanc, of molment um ttrm-s ml, the hyier,g iphic casts made itist

prior to the ciirrmnt mte ,rvat ions, and Figiur, bh os:-s the casts made just
if Itr. Note that in I eire 8a the momontum terms it each of the four
Ive, bI haal-irc., within about Il. , while the apmTot-'M'it shown in Figure 8b
is within about 5-. A nejlo cted dee ,  , W W ! 4 ' I 4 ;/ne, would alone

proluc -tn uncerta imty of inearlv 10, and sO we Cm; co, l- Ide that the

fI ow i in peost roph i c ,Ii i i hr i il wi t hi n 'hm, i-, , oI ohsorvait ion.
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An examination of Figure 8a-b also reveals other usieul infor-

mation. First, the baroclinic current (i.e., the Tsushima Current) is
substantially confined to the upper 200 m of the water column. Second,
the baroclinic pressure gradient is within 1% of its limiting value at
400 m. Subject to the uncertainty of deep flow, 400 db ;ippars to be an
excellent reference level for geostrophic calculations of volume trans-
ports. Japanese investigators have often used a 400-db referencP level

for volume transport calculations of the Tsushima Current (e.g., Hata,
1962), and the above considerations provide a verification of that
choice.

E. Steric Sea Leveling in the Inflow Region

I. A comparison of geostrophic and steric leveling. The estab-

lishment of an adequate deep reference surface also provides the possi-
bility of measuring sea level variations by steric methods (see Chapter

III). To illustrate this point, we again consider the data obtained for

stations CMl-CM5.

Following Sturges (1974), we first take the geostrophic equation

at z = 0,

fv = -g

and integrate over the distance between stations to obtain the finite
difference form

Ah =- <v> X (9)
g

where <v> is the average velocity over a separation distance X and Ah is

the cross-stream change in sea level, now measured positive upward.

Over the 30-hour period of current observations, a mean surface
current of <v> = 36 cm/sec was measured between stations CMI and CM5,
which were separated by a distance of 85 km. The change in sea level
between these stations should, according to (9 ), be A h = 29 cm. Mont-

gomery (1969) calls this geostrophic leveling.

The hydrographic data obtained at CM1 and CM5 can also be used to
calculate steric sea level change between these stations via equation

(4). Irnediately prior to the current observations, the calculated rise
in steric sea level (0/400 db) was hst = 27 cm; just after the observa-

tions were completed, the value was Ah = 29 cm. As before, the

geostrophic leveling is subject to error induced by neglecting deep
flow, and a deep current of +2 cm/sec would throw the geostrophic level-

ing result oif by about +2 cm. Within the accuracy obtainable, then,
steric sea leveling and geostrophic leveling are in excellent agreement.

2. Steric sea leveling compared to a coastal tide station. The
comparison of coastal tide data to offshore steric leveling in the Sea of
Japan has been the subject of a number of earlier studies (e.g., Nomitsu
and Okamoto, 1927; Miyazaki, 1955; Patullo et al., 1955; Yi, 1967;
Lisitzin, 1967). These previous investigations agree on three principal
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points: (1) in the Sea of Japan, steric variations are the primary cause
of coastal sea level changes, while (2) barometric pressure has a secon-
dary effect and (3) wind has almost no effect.

Of these previous works, only Nomitsu and Okamoto (1927) treat
steric variations near the inflow region of the Tsugaru Strait. In their
study, mean monthly sea level and barometric pressure at Iwasaki (see

Fig. 1) were correlated with offshore steric variations. While they
reached the same three conclusions as noted above, there were several
problems with their study. First, the offshore data were acquired nearly
100 km to the south of Iwasaki; as will be seen in the next section (cf.
Fig. 10), the extreme meridional variations in sea level in the inflow
region suggest that such data may have been acquired too far from the
coastal station. Second, the steric data were based on measurements at
only four levels: 0 m, 50 m, 100 m, and 200 m; such data can be expected
to only poorly resolve the steric contributions from the upper layer
structure. Third, the deepest density measurement was at 200 m; while
Figure 8 suggests that the baroclinic part of the current is largely
limited to 200-m depth, a deeper set of measurements would have been more

appropriate. Finally, Nomitsu and Okamoto used barometric pressure
variations to correct the steric measurements, rather than the coastal
tide data; as pointed out in Chapter III, this is theoretically unjus-
tified.

In an attempt to verify the work of Nomitsu and Okamoto, I have

correlated tidal variations and barometric pressure variations at
Iwasaki/Fukaura with offshore steric heights for the period 1956-1976.
I place two limitations on the use of steric data. First, the hydro-
graphic casts had to extend to 400 db. Second, I limited the area in
which the casts were made to a region bounded by latitude 40o35'-40o40 '

north, longitude 139o40'-I39o45 ' east. The distance between any station
and Iwasaki/Fukaura was typically 5-7 km. Because the adjacent shelf
drops off so sharply in this area, no shallow water corrections were
necessary. Because of the above limitations, only 21 appropriate sta-

tions were located, and they were occupied in only 6 of the 12 months.
This scarcity of data led me to use the entire 1956-76 record of tides
and barometric pressures, rather than limit myself to such data as were
acquired only when stations were occupied.

The results of such a correlation are presented in Figure 9 a-c in

the style of Reid and Mantyla (1976). Mean values and standard devia-
tions of coastal sea level and barometric pressure are shown in Figure 9a
and 9b. Means of steric heights (0/400 db) are shown in Figure 9a and
are correlated with sea level corrected for barometric pressure in Fig-
ure 9c. The left ordinate (for tides and barometric pressure) is ex-
pressed in deviation from the mean for 1956-76. The right ordinate is in
length units. The February value of steric height is from one station;
all other stations are the means obtained from 2-7 stations. Note that
for 5 of tne 6 months tested the agreement between steric values and
corrected coastal data is extremely close, while the agreement in March
is within the standard deviation of measured coastal sea level. Again,

we see a demonstration of the efficacy of steric leveling.
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Figure 9. Seasonal sea level variations
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F. Shape of the Sea Surface in the Inflow Region

Given the above justifications for employing steric sea leveling
methods, I now examine particular topographies of the sea surface in the
inflow region using data acquired during JMA70 (Fig. 2). In this analy-
sis, I choose a reference level of 400 db as established in Section IV-D
a bo ve.

During JMA70, each of the sections A-F was occupied four times
during the experiment at roughly 1-week intervals, thus giving four
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quasi-synoptic views of the inflow region. These runs are designated as
follows:

Run Dates

I October 14-17
II October 21-22

III October 28-29
IV November 2-3

Steric heiglit variations across each section and for each run are
plotted in Figure lOa-d. Note, first, that the offshore stations (longi-
tude 138°00'-138*2t') show very little variation in steric heights
throughout the experiment. These stations represent ambient Sea of
Japan conditions, and i.i this analysis represent the "far-field" limit.
rhe Tsushima Current is generally confined to a region inshore of lati-
tude 138°30 ' east, in which the setup induced across the southern sec-
tions (C-F) reaches 30 cm and more. The inshore stations show a steady
decrease in setup, especially in the vicinity of the strait (at the
latitude of section B). Note, for example, that the drop in steric
height between stations C8 and A8 in Runs III-IV is about 18 cm, equiva-
lent to a sea surface slope of about 2.4 x 10- 6

For a mor *iantitativ- analysis of the steric height variations,
I isol .,e sections A and 1) for attention. Section A is the northernmost,
and it will provide data to measure the northern volume transport which
bypasses the strait. Section D is the southernmost sectior for which no
data are missin,, and it is sufficiently far from the strait to provide
accurate inform,,tion on Tsushima Current inflow. Furthermore, the close
proximity ot station D7 to Iwasaki/Fukaura will permit a comparison to be
made between steri. sea level values and sea level data acquired at
coastal station tied to Iwasaka/Fukaura by land (geodetic) leveling.

Sections D and A will be kised to construct a transport budget for
the Tsushima Current; that is, the northern flow through D, minus the
northern flow through A, should give a measure of transport into the
strait. I restrict the calculations to Stations D2 and A2 on the western
boundary; transport across the north-south section through these sta-
tions is negligible, and the steric heights at these stations differ by a
maximum of 0.6 cm.

Steric heights for stations D2, )7, A2, and A8 are given in Table
1, and differences of stctic heights are shown in Tablo 2 for key station
pairs. The hydrographic measurements irom which thes, values are de-
rived are subject to a standard error in thennosteric anomaly of about
0.2 x 10- 5 ml/g at each depth. Each stattii, typically comprised mea-
surements at 14 levels, giving a standard err )r at any station of about
0.7 x 10- 5 ml/v,. Ove a dtpth of 400 m, the stIiatdard error in steric sea
level should therefore be less than 0.3 cm: for differences between
stations, the standard er-or should be about 0.4 cm.

The cross-stream steric height differenct, AhD = D7-D2 (Tsushima
Current setup) varies from 23.2 to 33.2 cm, with a mean value of 29.2 cm.
North of the strait, however, the cross-stream height difference Ah =
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Table I

Steric Heights (cm) Referenced to 400 db

Station I II III IV

D7 68.2 64.3 73.8 72.7
D2 41.1 41.1 40.6 39.5

A8 49.1 49.3 55.1 55.6
A2 41.7 41.7 41.0 39.1

A8-A2 averages 11.4 cm, a reduction of 17.8 cm. Note that because the
offshore slope (A2-D2) varies so little, this reduction closely matches
the inshore drop in steric height (D7-AW), which averages 17.4 cm.

Sturges (1968, 1974) examined the northward variation of cross-
stream height difference Ah in the Gulf Stream and found that the north-
ward decrease in coastal sea level was attributable to the beta effect.

In his analysis, Sturges differentiated equation (9) with respect to y to
obtain

h f D <v>X <v>X (f

Y g 9Y g Y

If the offshore edge of the current is level, the left-hand side is
the meridional slope in sea level along the coast. The first term on the
right represents net gain or loss of surface transport. Based on direct
measurements of average surface transport in the Gulf Stream, Sturges
concluded that this term was negligible.

If one applies (10) to the inflow region of the Tsugaru Strait, the
results are dramatically different. Sections A and D are separated by 10
of latitude, and so the slope term in (10) is about -17.8 cm/deg. To
evaluate the beta effect term, I use the value <v> X-3 x 108 cm /sec,
obtained from the analysis of stations CMI-CM5; the change in f between D
and A is about 2 x 10-6; so the magnitude of the beta term is about 0.6
cm/deg, a negligible value. This means that the slope term (sign nega-
tive) should be almost totally balanced by a net loss of surface trans-

port, i.e., flow into the strait.

This meridional drop in sea level during JMA70 can be compared to
results of land leveling. In 1972 the tide gauge at Oshoro (see Fig. 1)
was tieu to a first-order leveling network that included Iwasaki/
Fukaura. I have analyzed monthly mean tides for these two locations for
the period 1972-1976 and found that the mean drop in sea level in October
between Iwasaki/Ftikaura and Oshoro was 16.8 cm. Oshoro is at latitude
43012.4'N, so the beta term is about 1-2 cm, still an order of magnitude
less than the slope term. The results of steric leveling and land
leveling thus appear to agree quite favorably.
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Table 2
Steric Sea Lovel Differences (cm)

Run Comiient

Stations I II I11 IV

D7-D2 27.1 23.2 31.2 33.2 AhD
A8-A2 7.4 7.6 14.1 16.5 AhA

D7-A8 19.1 15.0 18.7 17.1 Inshore sea level change
D2-A2 -0.6 -0.6 -0.4 +0.4 Offshore sea level change

G. Volume Transport into the Tsugaru Strait

Table 3 presents the results of a transport budget calculation in
which transport into the Tsugaru Strait is computed for each run of
JMA70. In this calculation, the northward volume transport through D2-
1)7, less the volume transport through A2-A8, is equal to the transport
into the strait. As previously noted, transport through the western
boundary is negligible.

If we compare meridional drop in sea level (D7-A8) with strait
intlux, we find a linear relationship with a high correlation coeffi-
cient:

T(Sv) = 7.85 x 10- 2 Ah(cm) + 0.30 (r = 0.98)

(Note the small residual for Ah = 0). From this relation, we conclude
that transport into the strait is associated with a "relaxation" of setup
induced by the Tsushima Current in the vicinity of the Tsugaru Strait.
If so, then the ultimate forcing factor of flow into the strait is the
forcing of the Tsushima Current; because the Tsushima Current is part of
the Kuroshio system, this iorcing must be of a much larger scale than
that considered in this thesis.

Aptct from this large-scale forcing, however, we must consider
other local factors that can affect transport into the strait.

Table 3
Section Geostrophic Transports (Sv)

Run

II III IV

Section D 2.6 2.4 3.6 3.6
Section A 0.8 0.9 1.8 2.0
Into Strait (D-A) 1.8 1.5 1.8 1.6
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I. Low-pressure systems in the Sea of Japan. Hata (1975) analyzed
volume transport in the Tsugaru Strait region for the years 1933-1969 and
found that low pressure systems passing through the Sea of Japan brought
about intensification of the Tsushima Current and increased volume
transport through the Tsugaru Strait. Hamano (1977) noted that during

JMA70 a low-pressure system passing through the inflow region on October
25-26 was accompanied by an increase in northward transport of the

Tsushima Current. (This storm occurred between Runs II and III; see
Table 3.)

While the importance of such effects is unequivocal on a time scale
on the order of 1-10 days, low pressure systems are not a permanent
feature of the Sea of Japan, and cannot be responsible for the steady
exchange between the Sea of Japan and the North Pacific.

2. Sea of Japan - North Pacific sea level difference. It has been
noted by several authors (e.g., lida, 1972) that long-term tide gauge
records show that monthly mean sea level at Iwasaki/Fukaura is on the .
average 20 cm higher than at Hachinohe, on the North Pacific coast (see
Fig. 1). In Figure 11 the monthly difference for the period 1969-1976
(following a first-order leveling in 1969) is displayed. Although this
sea level difference appears to suggest a "sink" flow from the Sea of
Japan to the North Pacific, there are two reasons why I think this is not
the case.

30-
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lv mill t ld, gauge records for the period 11)72-1976.
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First, the annual cycle of the mean sea level ditterence looks
wrong. I have presented evidence that strongly supports the correlation
between meridional drop across the Tsugaru Strait and transport into the
strait, and the seasonal nature of this correlation can be well approxi-
mated by a plot of monthly mean sea level difference between Iwasaki/
Fukaura and Oshoro (also plotted in Fig. 11). Note that this seasonal
variation is consistent with the findings of Hata (1962) and others
(winter transport minimum, fall maximum), while the I/F-Hachinohe sea
level difference shows a spring maximum with a decline in value in the
fall. (Atmospheric pressure differences for each station pair are typi-
cally I cm or less.)

Second, steric leveling results show that in the far-field region
in the Sea of Japan (away from the influence of the Tsushima Current),
sea level appears to be lower than at Hachinohe. In October 1970, for

example, the mean sea level difference between Iwasaki/Fukaura and

Hachinohe was 21.4 cm, while the average steric difference across D2-D7
was 29.2 cm for Runs I-IV of JMA70. Further evidence of this is provided
in Figure 12, in which calculations have been made of steric differences
between offshore stations and those inshore stations on which Figure 9
was based. A comparison of Figures 9 and 12 shows that, except for May

(one value of steric heights), the inshore-offshore difference is
greater than the I/F-H difference by 2-5 cm. Finally, the average
meridional drop in sea level during JMA70 was 17.4 cm, which is close to
the value of the October i/F-H sea level difference. The evidence cited

here leads to the logical conclusion that the Sea of Japan/North Pacific
sea level difference is principally generated by the Tsushima Current,
and that the diversion into the Tsugaru Strait occurs because the in-
creased sea level in the Sea of Japan cannot be maintained when the
coastline vanishes at the entrance to the strait.

It can be argued that because sea level at Hachinohe is influenced
by the Tsugaru Warm Current it may not be representative of the "far-
field" sea level in the North Pacific. The complex nature of the Tsugaru
Warm Current (see Chapter VI) does not lend itself to such a simple
treatment as was employed for Iwasaki and Section D. Some evidence for
far-field behavior, however, can be obtained by steric sea leveling
through the Tsugaru Strait. Lisitzin (1965) has pointed out that steric
leveling between adjoining basins must he limited to that depth at which
the basins have free communication; if the basins are connected by a
shallow strait, then the sill depth is the maximum reference surface.

For the Tsugaru Strait, a 125-db surface is a reasonable approximation.
i)uring JMA70, all stations on both sides of the strait were occupied
during the period October 30-November 3. Assuming that minimum steric
heights are most representative of far-field conditions, I found that
the ininimimi height referenced to 125 db in the Sea of Japan was about 18
cm, while on the North Pacific side the value was about 26 cm. Sea level
in the Sea af Jipan again appears lower than that of the adjacent North
P,',citic. Lisitzin (1965) found that, in general, marginal seas have
lowor sea level than their adjacent oceans, and these results are con-
sistent with her findings.

A rou,;h picture of variation in sea level in this rcgi on can be
provid-d using thvi October 30-November 3 data. 1, sea level in the far-
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advection (i.e., seasonal variation of northward Tsushima
Current transport).

field Sea of Japan is 18 cm (0/125 db), and it gains 33 cm proceeding
across the Tsushima Current (D2-D7) and then loses 17 cm transiting the
strait (D7-A8), then sea level at the western entrance to the Tsugaru
Strait would be 34 cm, or about 8 cm higher than in the North Pacific (26
cm). This value is encouragingly close to the value of 6.5 cm that will

be cited in Chapter V as a representative drop in sea level within the

Tsugaru Strait.
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CHAPTER V

THE TSUGARU STRAIT

A,. fliit r,,duc t 1011

1,. V,) 'llme transport budget presented in the previous chapter

showed that transport into the Tsugaru Strait during JMA70 varied

between 1.' Sv anod 1.8 Sv. Hata (1962) performed a similar calcula-

tion 1,,r ,cti.,ns on latitudes 41 ON and 420 N during the years 1947-

5' and toun, that transport into the strait varied from 1 Sv to 4
'v. 'this is an extremely large net transport for a strait that at

its narrowest point is barely 20 km wide, and the principal question
to he addressed in this chapter is: What is the effect of such large

not transport oni the flow regime within the strait?

h. Physical 6eography of the Tsugaru Strait

The Tsugaru Strait lies between the islands of Honshu and Hok-

kaido and has a general orientation of southwest to northeast (Fig.

13). The strait is approximately 20 km wide at both its western nar-

rows ('Lappi Saki to Shirakami Saki) and eastern narrows (Oma Saki
to Toi). In the central part, the strait widens to a breadth of about

50 km between Hakodate and the entrance to Mutsu Wan. Mutsu Wan has
2a surface area on the order of 600 km and a mean tide range of 1

m, giving it a tidal prism of about 6 x 108 m 3 , or less than the vol-

ume of water that passes through the Tsugaru Strait in 10 minutes.

The- presence of Mutsu Wan will therefore be neglected in the sections

that follow.

The strait has a western sill of approximately 125-m depth,
but has no identifiable sill at the eastern end. Beyond the western

narrows, the principal channel gradually deepens toward the northeast;
along the tine Oia Saki-Toi, the maximum depth is about 250 m. How-

ev"r, the cross-sectional areas of the channel at the western and

the eastern narrows are quite similar, about 2.2 km 2 versus 2.5 km 2 -

mean dpths across these sections are roughly 115 m in the west vers,,s
13t im in th1,, east.

C. (,urreets

1. Mean currents. The surface flow field within the Tsugaru

Strait has been studie_ d by Suda et al. (1932), Hikosaka (1953), Hata
ot al. (1964), arid the Japan Maritime Safety Agency (Science and Tech-

nology Agency, 1979), and there is general agreement on the principal

features (Fig. 14). The surface current displays a high-speed core

about 20 km wide in which flow is from west to east at speeds tvpi-
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HAKODATE TOI ESAN SAKI

SHIRIKAMI -- OHATA

ISAK

2200m

AOMORI

Figure 13, Map of Tsugaru Strait with 200-rn isobath lines.

cally of 2 knots. Along both sides of the core, semi-permanent sidewall
oivs :re seen In rvgi ons where thte channel hroadens--cvc Ionic eddies

A long the nor therni hound ar y and ant icvc Ion ic, ('d d e s in the South.

Suda et al. (1932) performed a series ot observations on sub-
surface currents at virious locations withil the strait and found
that a lower layer return flow typical of most straits is largely
absent. Near the western narrows' Ilow is typically from west to
east, from the suriact- to the bottom. A weak flow is found only at
depths on the order of 20() m, and is, generallIy found toward the east-
ern narrows where the main channel d-epenl;.
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from 80 cm at the east end to about 20 cm in the west.

Tidal currents, however, are chiefly diurnal. The results of
measurements performed during JMSA75 show a diurnal amplitude of about 2
knots, with tidal currents slightly stronger near the eastern narrows
than in the west. Even though the tidal currents are strong, the influx
of the Tsushima Current water is so overwhelming that reversals of cur-
rent in the strait are very infrequent (Fig. 15).

D. Momentum Balance in the Strait

In this section, I wish to assess the principal dynamic balance of
flow in the Tsugaru Strait. In the following treatment, I will therefore
restrict my attention to the current core (order of 20 km wide) that
exists between the western and the eastern narrows, and I will neglect
the sidewall eddies.

In the steady state, the core shows little lateral spreading along
the length of the strait, and so to a reasonable approximation I can
neglect lateral motion. In a coordinate system in which x is positive
downstream, y is positive to the left, and z is positive downward, the
cross-stream momentum balance simply reduces to a geostrophic balance:

0 = - 3p - fu . (11)0 y

The longitudinal momentum equation, excluding lateral motion, is

au Uuu -1 p I A, 2u_ Ay 8 2 u + A 2u (12)
-- + ax Pax - 2y2 z 2

I wish to consider steady-state conditions, and so I will first

average equation (12) over a tidal cycle. The instantaneous velocity
u(x,t) can be written as

u(x,t) = U(x) + C(x) cos - t (13)

where U(x) is the mean velocity of the current as a function of position
along the channel, C(x) is the amplitude of the tide, and T is the period
of the tide (-24 hours). Substituting (13) into (12) and performing the
necessary integration yields

2 2 2u
U 1/2C LC + Ax .u + Ay u + Az- (4)
ux +  3x p ax a2 y2

wht,-,. , k i:; now a time-avraged quantity.

There does not exist a complete data set for the Tsugaru Strait
that would permit simultaneous estimates of the terms of equation (14) to
h, made. Therefore, I will cite experimental data that will give us
reasonable orders of magnitudes of the contributions of each term.
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First, the barotropic part of the pressure gradient term, g a./ x,
can be estimated from tide measurements made during JMSA75. Temporary
stations at Tappi Saki, Yoshioka, Ohata, and Toi were occupied during
January and July 1977 (see Fig. 14). The mean longitudinal drop in sea

level was 6.5 cm during both periods; as the station pairs were separated
by a longitudinal distance of 70 km, the order of magnitude of the
pressure gradient term to a good approximation is 10 - 3 (cgs).

Suda et al. (1932) obtained surface current measurements at sta-
tions A and B (Fig. 14) at the western and the eastern narrows in 1924,
1929, and 1931. They found that the downstream velocity increased by
about 10 cm/sec between A and B, and that the sum of tidal components K,
+ O1 was less than 10 cm/sec higher at Station B than at Station A.

Therefore, we can estimate the longitudinal gradients au/9x and aC/ax to
be 10 cm/sec/70 km = 10- 6 (cgs). For characteristic velocities of u = C

= 100 cm/sec, the nonlinear terms on the left-hand side of (14) both have

magnitudes of about 10 -4.

The longitudinal Ekman term Ax a2 u/ax 2 can be estimated using Ax =
108 , 3u/ax = 10- 6, and X = 7 x 106, giving an order of magnitude of 10- 5

Sufficient field data do not exist to explicitly evaluate the
lateral Ekman term A y a2u/y 2 , but a reasonable order-of-magnitude esti-
mate can be made. Velocity differentials across the core appear to be
small, on the order of 10 cm/sec, while across the sidewall eddies the
velocity can change by an order of 100 cm/sec. Taking the width of the

core to be 20 km and that of the sidewall eddies to be 10-15 km, and
taking A = 108 cm 2 /sec, the lateral Ekman term is on the order of 10- 4

in the c~re and 10- 3 in the sidewall eddies.

The vertical Ekman term cannot be neglected. Using order-of-
magnitude estimates of A = 103, u = 102 and z = 104 (cgs), the magni-
tude of this term is on fhe order of 10 -

Summarizing, the estimates of the terms in (14) are as follows:

-4 -4 3 5 10 - 4 (core) i

10 + 10 = 10 + 10 +0_ 3 (eddies)'+ 10 (15)

The principal balance within the core current thus appears to be between
the pressure gradient term and the vertical Ekman term, an "antitryptic
balance" in Detant's (1961) terminology. Within the sidewall eddies,

the lateral Ekman term appears to be not negligible.

Previous investigators (e.g., Miyazaki, 1952; Science and Tech-
riology Agency, 1972) have attempted to model the flow through the strait
as a balance between the nonlinear term u au/@x and barotropic pressure

gradient g / ax. in these attempts, the longitudinal drop in sea level

was taken to be the difference in mean sea level between lwasaki/Fukaura
and Hachinohe, about 20 cm. As we have seen in Chapter IV, this is a poor
estimate of sea level drop in the strait because most of the 20-cm
difference is lost in the turning process. Not surprisingly, this
"Bernoulli balance" gives poor results. Previous investigators con-
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cluded that friction must be important in the strait, which agrees with

the present analysis.

Even with the more accurate estimate of a 6.5-cm longitudinal sea

level drop, the Bernoulli balance still gives poor results. Such a
balance can be expressed as

U2 U 2

U 2 g g o (16)2 2 + +

where u, t are values of velocity and mean sea level at the head of the

strait. WiPh U o = 100 cm/sec and AC = 6.5 cm, equation (16) predicts an

acceleration of the current by about 50 cm/sec, or five times that

observed by Suda et al. (1932). While not conclusively proving that the

nonlinear term u au/ax is negligible, such a calculation shows that the

antitryptic balance appears to be more appropriate.

E. A Simplified Model of Strait Flow

I wish now to test the results of the previous section in a sim-

plified model of flow in the Tsugaru Strait. Given the geography of the

strait and the nature of the core current, it seems appropriate to

consider a rectangular channel 20 km wide and 125 m deep. The momentum

equation employed is, again,

2 = - p + A 2u (17)
p ax z 3z2

Notin,; that atmospheric pressure gradients on the scale of the

strait will again be negligible, and again allowing for vertical varia-

tions in density, we substitute (6) into (17) and rearrange to yield

d 2 u g f AAd 2  A
d + a dz (18)

where u = u(z) only and 3 aC/ax. The subscript of A has been dropped
for brevity.

At the surface, I allow a wind stress

du

~a C[ Iwiw = -P5 A du

where pCD = 1.44 x 10- 6 (cgs), p = density of air, w = wind speed, and ps

is the surfaco density of the water.

At the bottom, I impose a quadratic friction law
du

t6 = k Oblb b =-Pb A Lzz z = 1h
()b hI ub = b dz
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where pb = density of water at the bottom and ub = bottom velocity. Note
that because the bottom velocity does not reverse in a tidal cycle, we
can write

f = k pb u2  
(19)

At the bottom, the velocity is composed t, a mean and a tidal component:

ub = ub + Cb Cos 27- t
Ub b cosT

so, upon time averaging, the bottom friction becomes
2 )

fb = k pb (Ub2 + 1/2 Gb 2 (20)

where Ub is now the mean velocity.

With these boundary conditions, the solution for the vertical
velocity profile is:

gj (h 2  _ z 2 ) h z ' a dz" dz' dz - 3 Z1x1

0 00 0 0 0

dz"' dz" dz') + T (h - z) + D (21)sA

where
D gh _ _ h dz' dz + Gb (22)

k kp fo psk 2

0 0

Note that at z = h, u = D = bottom velocity ub.

In order to gain some insight into the physical meaning of (21), I
will consider some simplified cases.

Case 1: T = 3, 3P/Ox = 0, Cb = 0

Here we can see the basic result of a barotropic pressure gradient
acting against friction. If we insert the value of A = 103 cm2/sec into
(21) and use a normal bottom friction factor k = 2.5 x 10 we find that
'I (z = 0) = 147 cm/sec, which is well within a factor of 2 of measured
mean surface currents. The bottom velocity is calculated to be 70
cm/sec. We can integrate (21) with depth to find the transport per unit
channel width:

r h 3 + (()) / 26A k2

For A = 1 k = 2.5 : the value of r is:
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r = 3.19 x 105 + 8.75 x 105 = 1.2 x 106 cm 2/sec

and for a channel of width 20 km, the total volume transport is about 2.4
Sv, again a value in normal bounds.

Defant (1961) has suggested that the friction factor k in straits
appears to be much higher than normal, on the order of 10- 2 or even 10- 1
He also used lower values of A in his study of the Bosporus, between 300
and 500 cm2 /sec. In Table 4, 1 tabulate the results of using various
combinations of A and k in equations (21) and (23). Note that for A
500, the surface velocities are about 4 knots, which is much too high.
For A = 1,000, both values of k give results within reason, but it is
clear that this calculation is sensitive to a choice of friction factor.

Case II: Dp/3x = 0, Cb = 0, t # 0.

As indicated in Chapter III, a wind stress of +1 dyne/cm2 is a
reasonable figure to use for this sensitivity analysis. For A = 10- 3 , k
= 2.5 x 10 - 3, T = I (cgs), equation (21) yields u (z = 0) = 159 cm/sec;

i.e., a wind stress of I dyne/cm 2 increases the surface velocity by only
about 10 cm/sec. The transport per unit width is now

r sg  h 3  + (1kh ) ' / 2  + T h 2

6A k 2pA

which for our channel gives a transport of T - 2.5 Sv, an increase of only
0.1 Sv from the Case I calculation. It therefore appears that for winds
Les; than 5 m/sec the contribution of wind stress to the calculation can
be neglected.

Table 4
Calculated Surface Currents and Sectional Transports for Combinations

of A and k Using Eq. 21 with T = 0, 3p/3x = 0

A(cm 2/sec)

k 103 5 x 102

2.5 x 103 U = 147 cm/sec U = 223 cm/sec
S s

T = 2.4 Sv T = 3.0 Sv

1.0 × 10- 2  U = 110 cm/sec U = 1P0 cm/sec

T = 1.5 Sv T = 2.2 Sv
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Case III: T = 0, ap/ x = O, Cb 0 0

An examination was made of unpublished data from a 4-week mid-

summer deployment of current meters in the western entrance of the

Tsugaru Strait (data courtesy of R. W. Stewart). The near-surface data

show an easterly current of slightly more than 100 cm/sec, modulated by a

diurnal tidal current of roughly 100 cm/sec amplitude. Five metres above

the bottom, a mean current of slightly less than 50 cm/sec was observed

(also easterly), modulated by a tidal component of about 20 cm/sec ampli-

tude.

If we use the values C = 20 cm/sec, k = 2.5 x IO - in equation

(22), we see that inclusion oP'the effect of bottom tidal motion gives a

value of U (mean) of 68.5 cm/sec versus 70 cm/sec from the previous
b

calculation. If k = 0.01, the reduction in Ub is still less than 10%. In

the mean, therefore, we can neglect the effect of bottom tidal motion.

Case IV: T = 0, Cb = 0, ap/ax # 0

The Case I calculation gave a bottom velocity of Ub - 70 cm/sec,

but the long-term mooring data give a mean velocity of Ub - 50 cm/sec.

This is a difference too large to ignore, and we look to the longitudinal

baroclinic pressure gradient to see if this difference can be resolved.

Let us first consider the situation where ;p/ax is constant with

depth, analogous to a well-mixed estuary. In that case, the second term

of equation (21) is

g_ (h3
6pA 3x

and the bottom velocity is

(g~h -~ ap 1/2
D = _rh_ 9L 22kp ax

A simple calculation shows that a reduction of bottom velocity from 70

cm/sec to 50 cm/sec can be achieved (using k = 2.5 x 10 - 1) if ap/x -

7.8 x 1011 (cgs), which corresponds to a density increase of only about

0.5 units in 70 km of strait length. With this value of ap/ax, the

mean surface current would be reduced to 102 cm/sec, compared to the Case

I calculation of 147 cm/sec, an appreciable effect.

For a test calculation, I employ STD data from stations occupied by

the USNS SILAS BENT in November 1975 (Fig. 16). Stations 30, 22, and 21

indicate a positive p/ ax along the path of the Tsushima Current into the

Tsugaru Strait. Stations 22 and 21 display intense mixing within the

strait, with a reversal in sign of 3P/px at about 75 m. The maximum

density gradient between stations 22 and 21 is nearly 16 x 10- 1 (cgs) at

45-m depth, which from the considerations in the previous paragraph we

know is a significant gradient.
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Figure 16. STD profiles obtained during cruise of
USNS SILAS BENT, November 1975.

Limiting the calculation to a depth of 125 m, I calculated the

vertical profile of the longitudinal baroclinic pressure gradient
z

-g/ 0 f 3p/3x dz. The maximum value of this quantity is about -5.8 x

IO - 4 at 75 -i, which is nearly 60% of the value of the barotropic pressure

!radient (~+I03). Performing the higher integrations of equation (21),

1 find that for A = 103 . k = 2.5 x 10 - 3 the bottom velocity is reduced to

54 cm/soc and the surface velocity to 104 cm/sec, values that closely

approximate those mneasured by the long-term current meter moorings.

Totii voltmme transport is reduced to about 2.1 Sv.

In conclus in, existing data sets do not permit a simultaneous

calculation to h' mado of each significant term in the longitudinal
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momentum balance. Nevertheless, there is sufficient information on
which a reliable estimate can be made of the principal momentun balance
in the Tsugaru Strait. The analysis above shows that thc longitudinal
barotropic gradient is mainly balanced by the longitudinal baroclinic
pressure gradient and friction. At low to moderate speeds, wind stress

appears to be of second-order importance, as does the nonlinear accoler-
ation u au/ax. The longitudinal Ekman term is ne ,ligible; the lateral
Ekman term is probably appreciable in the region of the sidewall eddies,
bit is probably not significant within the core itsetl.

1. A Hansen-Rattray Diagrain for Sea Straits

In this the final section of this chapter, I would like to attempt
to relate the characteristics of the Tsugaru Strait to the character-
istics of other sea straits. If successful , we inight be better able to
assess the dynamic similarities and difierencec , of straits, thereby
improving our ability to judge the applicabilitv of insights gained in
one area to other straits in quite different environmental settings.

Hansen and Rattray (1966) have devised a classification scheme for
estuaries that uses simple parameters to describe circulation and stra-
tification. in the Hansen-Rattray diagram shown in Figure 17, the ordi-
nate is the ratio of the surface-to-bottom sal inity differencP 6S to the
mean cross-sectional salinity S ; the absciss- is the ratio of net sur-
face current velocity U to the mean cross-sectional velocity U f. In a

Type I estuary, the net Sflow is seaward at all depths and the tip-estuary
salt flux is entirely by diffusion. Type la is an archetypal well-mixed
estuary, while in Type lb there exists significant stratification. Type
2 corresponds to a partially mixed estuary; flow reverses with depth, and
both advection and diffusion are important in the salt flux. In Type 3

estuaries, the salt flux is almost totally by advection. In Type 3b, the
lower layer is so deep that circulation does not extend to the bottom;
fjords are usually Type 3b. Type 4 is the salt-wedge estuary, in which
there is still greater stratification; from Type 4 to Type 3, the flow
varies from a thick upper layer flowing over a thin lower layer to a thin
surface layer flowing over a deep lower layer. The upper boundary of the
diagram represents fresh-water outflow over a stagnant lower layer.

Hansen and Rattray point out that circulation in sea straits is
similar to that in estuaries, except for the fact that one often deals
with adjacent basin water masses that may be neither fresh nor truly
oceanic. The Bosporus, they continue, has some similarity to a salt

wedge estuary even though the salinity of the upper layer is 18 O/c,

characteristic of Black Sea surface water.

In Figure 17, 1 have plotted representa ive points on the Hansen-

Rattray diagram for the Tsugaru Strait and four other straits. The

results of this analysis are most encouraging.

Data tor the Bosporus (Telli Bay to Madschiar Bay) and the lower
Dardenelles (Erenk-oi Liman) were taken from the observations of Merz
( tler, 1928). In the Bosporus, the outflowing Black Sea water flows
over a wedge-shaped intrusion of Aegean Sea water (sev Deanl , 1961, Fig.

241), reminiscent of a salt wedge estuary. In th. H-R di igram, the



SYMBOL STRAIT SOURCE
B BOSPORUS molier (1928)
D LOWER DARDANELLES MbIller (1928)
BM BAB-EL-MANDEB Vercelli (1929)

G GIBRALTAR Schott (1928)
T TSUGARU This paper
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Figuri 1/. The Hansen-Rattray (1966) estuarine classification
diagram applied to various sea straits. See text for explana-
tion of classification parameters.

Blosporus appears as near a salt wedge state. In the lower reaches of the
DJardanelles, however, a thin, high-speed layer of Black Sea origin flows
over a deep and comparatively sluggish lower layer, reminiscent of a
fjord. The gradation of conditions between the Bosporus and the Darda-
neiles has ai distinct similarity to the Type 4 to Type 3 transition
desc ri bed by Hanson and Rat tray.

Thle points plotted for- Cibral tar and Bab-el -Mandhh indic-t- riiat
tli'.so straits should be Iviiamical ly similir. As Ty'Npe -a strnai ts, aI
rever-sal of Ilow with de~pth occurs and salinity stratification is smrall.
( t rong nor t Iir Iv monsoon al winid s often generate a thref-I ave red flow i n

iiab- I -Mindeb. ) From their positions in the diagram, it can be interred
11:1 t idvec ti on and d if fuision are of a pproximat clv equalj i TTIpOIrtanC e In

lotx balan1ce. It might be questionable, thcrefore, whether it
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is appropriate to apply Knudsen's Hydrographical Theorem to these
straits, because the Theorem assumes a purely advective salt balance.
Some previous conclusions about transport in Gibraltar based on

Knudsen's relations might bear reexamination (e.g., Sverdrup et al.,

1942, quoting the work of others).

The Tsugaru Strait, on the other hand, plots as a well-mixed estu-

ary on the H-R diagram. Although the salinity stratification in the
strait is not terribly difterent from Gibraltar or Bab-el-Mandeb, the
enormous Tsushima Current influx produces a sectional mean velocity Uf

that is large enough to place the strait in a Type 1 classification.
Type I estuaries have net flow seaward at all depths, which is what we

see in the Tsugaru Strait. Also, it should not be surprising that if

0/3x is constant, equation (21) reduces to the equation of a well-mixed

estuary.

While the Hansen-Rattray diagram does not in itself add any new

physics to straits dynamics, it appears to be a valuable tool in dis-

tinguishing dynamic characteristics of sea straits.
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CHAPTER VI

[HE OCTFLOW REGION OF TIlE [SUGARI" STRAi F

A. Introduct ion

Hata (197)) analyzed oc'-anogriphic station data from he outflow
region of the Tsug aru Strait for the years 1933-1967 and derived aver-
age values of salinitv, temperature, and transport for each of the

four seasons. Two distinot modes of circulation are seen (Fig. 18).
During the winter months, the Tsugaru Warm. Current exits the strait,
turns right, and flows along the Honshu coast on a southerly course
(coastal mode). In the surmmer and fall, however, a broad anticyclonic

gyre is formed that fills most of Lhe coastal bight bounded on the

north by Hokkaido and on the west ly Honshu (gyre mode). The trans-
port charts show that the outflow is deflected around this gyre before
riestablishing its southerly course. The spring months appear to

he a time of transition during which neither circulation mode is well
(-stab i shed.

Provious r i,,.rch on buoyant outflow (e.g., Takano, 1954; Not

1978a, b; Beardslt-v and Hart, 1978) has primarily eaphasized deflec-
tion and spreading of thc outflow jet. Basic consi derat ions of the
dynamics of flow on a rot ating earth lead to the natural conclusion
that a buoyant jet will be deflected cum sole, and most investigations
substantiate such behavior. Nof (1978b), however, calculated that
a buoyant jet coiild ( t loct to the left if it possessed sufficient
initial vrticity at a strait outlet. Beardslev and Hart (1978) pro-

duced anal yr i c sol It i ons -t the out t low ci rcul at ion for a smal I class
of ildalized bottom topographies, and showed that a jet in a one-layer
system would deflect to th right if the topography sloped downward
in the offshore direction. In a two-layer system, however, the out-
flow jet would react to the topography of the interface, and not the
bottom. If the interface sloped upward offshore, the jet would then
deflect to the. loft instead of to the right.

None o t h', studies, however, addresses the crucial point
; ',re ftormati on. II that context , the work of Whi tehead and Miller

1 97)) ui , iqio , and it will not ht' descr i boi at length.

Whi t,hod ndol M iior (1979, hereafter roferrod to as .WM) inW st i-

i ' t I),, h,. d nmics o gyr,' tormation near sea strai ts in a s-.ries
I Ihioratiry ,xp.,rr 'nit s. WM employed two connect ing basins on a

2-i rotating tirntahl,.. 'hf, basins were fillod with water of ditfer-
,rt densities ajar initiailly were separated b a door. After spinning
,i t h,. fltiidt, t h doiir was opened and the resulting two-layer flow
w as' ,,xr.i no iisi 71, ph,)togrp I s of peI lets floati ny on th, surface .
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'te na tural lIen gth1 sc(al ot sutc h I 1nns it ty-dr i venI pro is the inter-
imiI R os sby rad ius o i de focrmat ion, R (~Ap 1)/ pf 2) , wilCh was varied
in the experiments by adjusting the rot ation pe:riod of the turntable.

The results of the WMN experiment s call be s inr l s follows.
When R was significantly smaller thani the width of the channel (fast
rotation), violent instability was 4ereratedi and there was i ;ttlIe
transport between basi ns. As R was increased to a valuno greater than
the width of the channel , the water- from the fre-sh bas in flowed( into
the, salty basin asi :I narrow ~ ci IoseP t,) R in Lidth)lgig i
right wal For Rosshv d I Ist than of ocir,:i I io the rid ins of
cu~rvature ot the chnnnel wall , the jotL remal~ined ne(xt to the right-
hanifd wall i. When R oxckided the wall cnirvat nre , howovr , the- jet wouild
sei!pa rate froum the ,sal I anl d 2,Yroe wUldI b)1ecli Tn toC de Vop . The gyre
d(.velI o 1-~lellt s t ei C I-i ! LIn, iepar7e d et I 1-,! ) 1 1 i fg 0. t th- ri h t -

Iia nd w allt, att whItichI s tagI ,nat I oIi po in t t he j ,t bi t 'rc-.ttod i nto a down-

St rnOT component and aI rot irn f I ow. i , no-o-i k tow rd- tIIhe open Ing) .
I,- r, t u rn flIow wa s s ai bstLe ii et I y detl ,cted t o the r i g-nt and curledI

artound re-peatedly, thus formiing a gvre between the, w,1 i and tne sepa-
r ate d je t. The gyre was iitially a Rosshv raidius in width, naut grew
s~ted iiy , roughly as the square root at elapseot tir~e. In subsequent
experiITentS, WM use-d a Suitably scaled model oft the Strait of Gibraltar

to invest igatte- thc gyre ohs erveu in the Al haran Sea . Initially the

tiw from the "Atlantic' bain veered southward toward thle Af rican
coas t . Tb jet soon separated , nrodu~c irlog 0 st agnat inn Point at a

lo(-at tori corresponding to) Capte Tres PForcrs . A gyro develIope-d and(

gradual Ly occupied the entire western Alboran Basin. The int l ow Jekt
which initially vee-red south, was progressively divorted towalrd the,
:north, ul~timatel( apari i as a northward-deflected jet hugi n t h'.

coa'st of Spain. l11 all respe.cts, tile characteristics; ,I the Alboran
g;yro weret, eirt scaled, but perhaps the- inst 4lga ni
of WM was the tleinoi.-t rati on tha-t the coastal mode- and odre I 00 t-
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and fall. Because the Rossby radius varies as h' /2 , a general esti-
mate of 210 m for the depth of the surface layer should then be ade-

quate within about 10%.

Using these results, I calculated estimates of the monthly varia-

tion of the internal Rossby radius (Table 5). Comparison of these

numbers with Hata's (1975) results appears to indicate that R values
of less than 10 km represent the coastal mode, while the gyre mode
is established when R exceeds 15 km.

The exact value of a "critical" Rossby radius remains unclear.
WM point out that the critical Rossby radius could be a function of

the width of the strait at the outlet, Ekman number, or sidewall topog-
raphy. The width of the Tsugaru Strait at Ohata is about 18 kin, an
encouraging value, but the width increases sharply shortly thereafter.
The significance of the fingerlike shelf protruding north of Shiriya
Saki is unclear (Fig. 13). Of greater promise dynamically is the east-

ern continental shelf of Honshu. At about latitude 410 north, the
width of the shelf (denoted by the 200-m isobath) increases abruptly.
Also, an examination of several examples of Tsugaru Warm Current gyres

reveals that the stagnation point is rather stably located at a point
ol or near the continental shelf ESE of Hachinohe. Whether this shelf

bulge acts as a stagnation point deflector (WM) is a question that
must await further investigation.

C. The Transition from Gyre Mode to Coastal Mode

From the values given in Table 5, we see that the mean Rossby
radius drops abruptly in December-January from 14.2 km to 8.2 km.

Table 5

Seasonal Variation of Internal Rossby Radius

Upper Density Layer (a )* Rossby Radius (Est.)*
(kin)

January 26.2 8.2
February 26.4 4.7
March 26.4 4.7
April 26.3 6.7
May 26.0 10.6
June 25.8 12.5
July 25.0 18.4

August 24.1 23.2
September 24.0 23.7
October 24.2 22.7
November 25.1 17.7
Decomber 25.6 14.2

*From surveys of RMS OYASHIO MARU, 1949-1952.
**Based on lower layer density of a = 26.5 (Sugiura, 1958) and Upper

layer nean thickness of 210 m (Hlata, 1975)
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The analysis presented above indicated that the outflow jet should

undergo a transition from gyre mode to jet mode during this period.

In this section I will examine a transition observed during

late 1975 and early 1976.

Data from a survey conducted on the KOFU MARU and SHUMPU MARU
in October 1975 are displayed in Figure 19. Contours of temperature

and salinity at 100 m clearly show an anticyclonic warm core gyre

typical of the fall season. The surface GEK measurements further

show that the outflow jet is initially deflected to the left, then

moves in a clockwise arc out to longitude 1430 east, turns back toward

the coast at latitude 410 north, and then bifurcates near 40*30'N,

1420E. The Rossby radius of the jet can be approximated from the

hydrographic data; density difference Ap 2.5 x 10 - 3 and depth of
mixed layer h = 250 m give a figure of R 25 km. Sectional profiles

ot T, S, and p suggest that the jet is between 20 km and 40 km wide,

which is in rough agreement with the theoretical value.

By late February 1976 the picture has changed completely (Fig.

20). The anticyclonic gyre has disappeared, and now the flow is in the

coastal mode.

Figure 21 depicts 72-hour averaged currents obtained from current

meters deployed by the USNS SILAS BENT during the period November 1975 to

January 1976. Current meter I (northern location) shows weak currents of

about 20 cm/sec or less, but the direction of the current is remarkably
uniform from the beginning of the record until about December 19. The
direction of the current (320o-340') and its clear steadiness indicate
the presence of a coastal countercurrent generated by the steady infill-

ing of the adjacent bight by the Tsugaru Warm Current gyre.

Current meter 4, on the other hand, is located within the zone of

influence of both gyre mode and coastal mode. From November 17 to
November 25, the currents are strong (up to I knot) and very steady on a

bearing of 20', which indicates that the gyre is still active. The

period between November 27 and December 14 appears to be a time of
instability. The direction alternates from roughly southerly (November

27-December 4) to near northerly (around December 10) to easterly
(December 14), with a trend toward decreasing current speeds. Sometime

on December 15 (,r 16, however, the current speed picks up sharply,

and the dir-'ction swings to the south, remaining between about 1400 and
00' for tit, remainder of the record. It is clear th.1t the coastal mode

has been lirmly established.

A maximim eHt imnte of the time of transition in this case is about
1 weeks (Nov'rmb,.r 25-December 15). The close agreement between the
abrulpt direction rhanges at locations 1 and 4, however, indicate that the
, tual trmnsirt oiI might bt, very rapid (order of days instead of weeks).

i . . . . i l i Ni . . . h, 1
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A study of the dynamics of flow in the Tsugaru Strait region

reveals that the strait must be treated in the context of regional

oceanographic processes as a whole. In the inflow region, processes

are governed by the Tsushima Current, a part of the Kuroshio system

of currents. Within the strait, the Tsushima Current influx is so

large that "normal" two-layer exchange is eliminated. The dynamics

of the outflow jet (Tsugaru Warm Current) are significantly affected

by the characteristics of the water entering the Sea of Japan through

the Korea Strait. In order to gain a more complete understanding

of the dynamics of the Tsugaru Strait, it will therefore be necessary

to consider proces,;es on a much larger scale than is treated in this

thesis.

Major conclusions of this work are as follows:

1. The Tsushima Current is in geostrophic balance in the cross-

stream direction as it approaches the Tsugaru Strait. The baroclinic

part of the Tsushima Current is principally confined to the upper

200 m of the water column, and the barotropic part appears to be of
socond-order importance.

2. Steric sea leveling in the inflow region shows that setup

i duced by the Tsushima Current decreases sharply in the vicinity

of the Tsugaru Strait. The northward drop in coastal sea level is

balanced by a diversion of Tsushima Current volume transport into

the strait; i.e., the forcing of flow into the strait is chiefly baro-

tropic.

3. Steric and. geodetic leveling calculations indicate that

sea level in the Japan Sea is lower than that in the adjacent North

Pacific Ocean. This implies that the barotropic forcing of eastward

flow thrugh the Tsugaru Strait is dependent on the forcing of the

Tsushima Current , an understanding of which requires a study of the

dynamics of the Kuroshio itself.

4. The principal balance in the longstream momentum equation

for the strait is between the barotropic pressure gradient (sea level

drop along the strait), the longitudinal baroclinic pressure gradient,

and frictin. At low to moderate wind speeds, wind stress appears

to h ot second-otd.r signiticance, but available data are not suffi-

ci(nt to state this conclusion tirmly. Still less well known is the

oI t e t ot lateral I wt ion, which is probably not significant within

the strait curr,-nt -ire but which must be important in the regions

oI sidhlwall ,,dlis.
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5. In the central region of the strait, currents typically
do not reverse in direction with depth or in time, despite the exis-
tence of strong tidal forcing. This phenomenon is due to the massive
influx of water from the Tsushima Current, which produces conditions

similar to those of a well-mixed estuary, a conclusion that is sup-
ported by the circulation-stratification estuarine classification

diagram of Hansen and Rattray (1966).

6. The outflow from the Tsugaru Strait into the North Pacific

Ocean displays two principal modes of circulation--a coastal mode

(colder months) and a gyre mode (warmer months)--the existence of
which appears to depend on the value of the internal deformation radius,

a result that is consistent with the laboratory findings of Whitehead

and Miller (1979).

7. Field data obtained in the outflow region in October 1975-

February 1976 indicate that a transition from gyre mode to jet mode

took place in a period of at most 3 weeks, and possibly only several
days.
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